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SPIVAK TO PLAY AT JUNIOR PROM
REGISTRATION FEB. 3;
NEW COURSES LISTED

•

•

•

Mjss1oner Will
Hold Retreat
In Fieldhouse
From the office of the Rev. J. Peter Buschman, S.J., as-

sistant dean, came word this week that Feb. 3 to 9 are the
dates for Spring registration. Out-of-town students ,may register on the same day as the local students of their· class or
wait until Feb. 9. Fr. Bus.chman warned, however, that students .wh~ wait may not be able
to enroll m .all the courses. they
want. He said that the Registra'l b
f
·
ff'
tion
ices wi 1 e open rom 9
to 12 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. Classes
·11 t t Th
·F b
F _
wi . s a~
urs... e : 10· 0 1
lowmg is the registration schedule:
Seniors Thur., Feb. 3; juniors,
surname initials A to N, Fri., Feb.
4; juniors, surname initials 0 to
'Z, Sat. morning, Feb. 5; sophomores, surname initials A to L,
Mon. morning, Feb. 7; sophomores, surname initials M to Z,
Mon. afternoon, Feb. 7; freshmen,
surname initials A to L, Tues.
afternoon, Feb. 8; late registrants, Wed., Feb. 9.
There will be a charge of $1.00
per day against students registering after Wed~, Feb. 9.- Fr.· Buschman suggests that those who are
uncertain about their courses
should see their advisors before
their registration date.
Many courses either newly or
infrequently offered to undergraduate students will be taught
in the spring semester; Of all departments, economics has more
of these than any other, with:
Advanced Economic Theory, Ee
107 (Mr. Murray); Industrial
Psychology, Ee 173 (Mr. Luken);
and Seminar: American Economic

°

Problems Ee 186 (staff) all
making r:ew appearances.
Mr· v· tor D' 1 ·11 ff
. ic
ia wi
o er an
entirely new and different type of
p · ·
f v · p
course, rincip1es o
oice roduction, Ex 6.
Reviving a distinctive course
for the English department, Dr.
Wheeler will teach The 17th Century, En 157.
Under Fr. Stechschulte, Vector
Analaysis, Ph 113 (or Mt 113)
will be either a physics or a math
(Continued on Page 6)

Traslr To Play
~

At Soph Hop
The combined officers of the
freshman. and· sophomore classes
will present the annual FroshSoph Hop Friday, Feb. 18 at
Castle Farm. The affair will be
.the last University dance until
after Easter.
Co - chairmen Paul O'Brien,
president of the sophomore class,
and Tom Tully, president of the
freshman class, announced that
two orchestras will play. Clyde
Trask and his orchestra will pro-

conduct the annual retreat for
Catholic students in the Fieldhouse on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday, Jan. 26-28.
Exercises will begin with Mass
and Holy Communion at 8: 30 and
conclude with Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament at 3: 15. Each
day will have four periods of
instruction. Approximately 1,000
students are expected to make the
retreat.
A retreat conducted by Rev.
John R. Conners, S.J., professor
of Mol'al Theology at the Jesuit
seminary in West Baden, Ind., for
non-Catholics will be held on the
same dates in South Hall. This
retreat will consist of three instructional periods and a round
table discussion.
. Xavier, for the ,first time .this
year, will sponsor two retreats
at the Trappist Monastery, Gethsemene, Ky. The first will be on
the same dates as the annual retreat, the other the following
week.
Also for the first time an allXavier retreat will be held at
Milford over the weekend of
Feb. 11-13. Rev. John "McEvoy,
professor of theology at West
Baden, is scheduled to be the retreat master.

the crowning of Mel Hessler and
Pat Riley as king and queen and
a broadcast of the festivities over
WLW, local radio outlet, at 11:30
p.m.
All Xavier students are invited
to the prom, which will be semiformal.

Masquers Piclc
Spring Play
Patricia Riley
Tickets at $4.00 per couple for
underclassmen and $3.00 per
couple for seniors may be obtained from any member of the
Prom committee, of which Tom
Link is chairman.

Social Committee To Keep
police-dog tactics by demanding
Rigid Control Of Clubs
that the Social Committee secure
By Tom Gallaglier

'will

affair.

Maestro Charlie Spivak and his popularly-known orchestra will fill the musical spotlight at the second annual
Junior Promenade to be held at Castle Farm from riine till
one, Friday evening, Jan. 14. According to the Prom comRev. Frank Wilson, S.J.,
mittee
a small musical group will fill in during intermissions
member of the Jesuit mission
·
Band which specializes in to insure continuous m u s i c
throughout
the
affair.
giving retreats and missions
throughout the country, will Prom highlights will center on

Downey Amendment Blocked,
Council D·efeats Measure, 9-7

1949 Graduates
To Hold Dance
Amid the candle-lighted surroundings of the Club Village 'lf
the Hotel Alms, seniors of the
February class of '49
climax.
their four years of training at
Xavier with a midnight Buffet
Dinner-Dance given by theii:
classmates of the June graduating class, as a tribute to their
lasting friendship.
A very enjoyable evening con.sisting of continued dancing to
the music of Chris Christenson
from nine till one, a midnight
buffet, and an entertaining floor
show has been arranged for the
seniors.
A committee of "Spike" Helmers, Bob Conway, Art Ney, Al
Bischoff, and Tom Farrell have
arranged to have a personal invitation sent to each senior of
.the Class of '49 with a programticket for the price of $4.50 per
couple, to be put on sale during
the week of Jan. 17 on the campus.
The February class is the largest of such mid-year graduates
to leave Xavier. The committee
is expecting a majority of the 260
seniors, headed by Mel Hessler,
class president, and Bernie Downey, class secretary, to attend the

Riley To Reign At Castle Far111 Event;
Nearly 900 Couples Expected To Attend

Paul O'Brien
vide the dance music while Chris
Christensen and his group will
play at the in'termissions. The
dance will be informal and will
last from 9 to 1. A student show,
being planned by Ken Urmston
and Al Lauske, will be one of the
intermission features.
Tickets will go on sale Monday,
Jan. 17, and will be limited to
freshmen and sophomoi:es the
first week. After that, any student may purchase a ticket. There
will be a ticket booth in South
Hall which will remain open
during the exam week and registration. In addition, tickets may
be purchased from class officers
and several dorm students. Admission price has been set at
$2 per couple.

Bernie Downey, senior councilman, siezed the· initiative in
the first speech of Student Council's Monday meeting and almost
succeeded in putting his proposed
compromise amendment on the
Social Committee and student organization relations i n t o the
constitution.
By a vote of nine to seven,
Council rejected his motion that
the amendment allowing student
clubs to bypass the Social Committee in preparing budgets for
closed parties be modified to give
freedom of budget up to an
amount equal to $2 per member
in good standing.
The original amendment, which
had promised to bring a close
fight in the balloting, suffered a
thumping 15-1 setback. For Downey, it was quite a change from
his stand on the first amendment.
He had been the leader of the
group opposing the bill.
The immediate result of Council's keeping the present broad
powers of the Social Committee
has been to set Downey and
Campus Committee head Jack
O'Leary on the heels of that committee. O'Leary indicated his

a budget on last week's Economics Club meeting. As the constitution stands, every party or
meeting, no matter how small,
must be checked for financial
clearance by the Social Committee.
Downey started the meeting
with a short speech recommending his compromise amendment.
"The old amendment," he declared, "was far too extreme. It
(Continued on Page 6)

Boosters To Hold
Party At Gibson
The Annual Card Party and
Dance was discussed at the meeting of the Boosters' Club held
Dec. 30, at the Evening College,
according to Walt Behler, president.
The fete will be held at the
Hotel Gibson Roof Garden on
Sunday, Feb. 20 with Will Hauser
and his orchestra supplying the
music. Other plans made include
the giving away of a television
set and the abolition of the annual Knight and Lady Contest.
Card games will be held for those
not caring to dance.

Victor L. Dial, director of the
Masque Society, revealed that
Franz Werfel's Song of Bernadette has been selected for the
group's spring performance. The
announcement preceded the first
business meeting of the society
for the new year held in South
Hall Jan. 7.
The presentation, scheduled for
sometime after Easter, will be the
first Cincinnati showing of the
Werfel drama.
Tryouts will be held during the
first meeting of the second semeste1', the date of which will be
posted on all bulletin boards. All
students of the day and evening
divisions are eligible to read for
parts.
The show will definitely make a
road tour, according to Dial. At
present the itinerary has not
been completed.
In the course of the business
meeting Walter Whalen, president, made two appointments.
Otis Schulte was given the chairmanship of the committee of designs for the organization's official emblem. John Hinkler was
appointed head of the arrangement committee for the spring
dinner and dance which the society plans for early May.
Both men will select their own
committee and report at the next
meeting.

LOCKERffe AVAILABLE
There are a few lockers in Albers Hall to be had on a rental
basis, according to Miss Brown
director of the bookstore.
The lockers will be rented for
$1.25, 75 cents of which will be
refunded at the end of the semester when the key and lock .is
returned. Rentals may be made
at the bookstore on a firs& comefirst serve basis.
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By Gray

Fibber McGee!
Hope Is Raised

Radio comedy has hit a new
high in decency, according to the
first Radio Acceptance Poll report for the current listening
season from St. Joseph's college
headquarters, Collegeville, Ind.
Mute testimony that the allEblTOR-IN-ClllEF ........................................................................................ Richard F.. Henkel, '·19 around American family is "bendJllANAGING EDITOR ............................................................................ Louis A. Bunning, Jr., '~O
Associate Editors ........................................................ c. Chn1·ics Lang, 'iiO; John Waddell, '.W ing an ear" to the comedy shows
Feature Editor ............................................................................................................................ Tim Dowd
Evenintt College Editor .............................................................................................. Jllarllyn llil\•crs of the air waves with increasing
SPORTS EDITOR .....................................................................................................Joc lltcyer, Jr,, ',it! vigor and in greater numbers is
Photogrnphers ................ st:in Keller, Emmett Rynn, .Jnmes illcCarthy, Denis Cash, l'at
the fact that 38 additional schools
Gleeson, Bob Schlnnser.
Cnrtoonist ........................................................................................................................................ To1n Gray have enrolled in the poll since
Editorial Wrlters .................... R. Henkel, L. Bunning, J, Wn1ltlell, C. Lang, Tim Leahy,
the opening four weeks of critiTom Hanna.
BUSINESS iUANAGElt .........................................................................................lerry Halloran, ':JO cal listening by collegians and
Business Staff .................... I•at Klatte, Dan O'Donnell, Ral11h llolhneyer, .John Quinlan
Circulations llfanagcrs ........................................................ Gcne Fricdm\lnn, Uoh Schlldmeyel' their families.
Faculty Editorial Atlviser .................................................... RcY. Viclor C. Stcchschulle, S ..T.
For the four-week period, the
FACULTY DIRECT01t ............................................................................... ,,: ...Josc111t Link, Jr,, •:m
(The \'lews nn'l opinions as cxprcssetl by various feature writers, coltnnnlsts and Life of Reilly and Jack Benny
guest 'vritcrs do not. ncccssal'ilY ex1ncss the official opinions or the Xavier Univer•.
sity Administration. illntlers of offlcini nature a1111earlng In the "News" will be so shows were rated "highly acdesignated,)
ceptable" on the cumulative RAP
rating system, with the Eddie
Big Time Clltlwlic Net Tourney
Cantor and Fred Allen programs
T IS with interest that we read in a local daily newspaper tied for third with high "acceptthat plans are being made to conduct a national Catholic able" ratings.
college basketball tournament in Denver beginning March
The Bob Hope show, which last
28. We know of no reason why such a meeting could not be year was dirtying. up the baseheld (unless it would interfere with studies), and there are ment, has moved up a couple of
plenty of reasons why all of us should be wholeheartedly floors and is now tabbed "acfor it.
ceptable." Duffy's Tavern, the
In the first place, Catholic universities boast at least current cellar-dweller, is even
four (and maybe more than that) of the top ten teams in the well up above the half-way mark.,
country. And if such institutions have good squads, why In 30 weeks of balloting last
shouldn't Catholics be proud of them and want to let the year, RAP closed the season-·with
whole nation know about it in the form of such a tournament? the announc.ement that the Fib- The Talk A1·ound Campus
Maybe the strength of football elevens in Catholic schools ber McGee and Molly show was
is waning, for, with the exception of Notre Dame, we don't the only radio comedy program
have too much to brag ab.out here, speaking nationally, of to win a "highly acceptable" ratcourse. The powers in Catholic grid teams that used to be ing for the entire season. Pollsters
By Fred Newbill
just aren't anymore.
stated that Fibber and Molly have
But it's a far different story when the subject comes to been "graduated" from RAP this
• Royal Order Of Turtles; Friclay Night Dances;
basketball. In fact, we can name ten Catholic college fives year and won't be monitored.
Switch To - ? In South Hall; Windows a Pain
that rank favorably with any other ten nation-wide squads.
Dennis Day, warbler turned
• • • • •
They are: St. Louis, Holy Cross, La Salle, San Francisco, comedian on the Jack Benny
Notre Dame, Villanova, Loyola of Chicago, St. Joseph's of show, and the ever fabulous DigAt Xavier there are clubs for those interested in biology,
Philadelphia, St. John's of Brooklyn, and Duquesne.
ger O'Dell of the Life of Reilly Dante, economics, family relations, German, international reSecondly, our interest in this tournament should stem show are co-holders of the "highly lations, drama, math-physics, writing, debating, rifles, Spanfrom the fact that five of the above-named teams are from acceptable" crown for individual ish, accounting, singing, Order of Military Merit (for ,jolly
Jesuit institutions. That's to. be taken :for granted, of course, performances, while Robert Hope groups of military meriters), and quite a few others. In fact,
because there are more such schools than of any other type and Don Ameche of the Charlie the field has been thoroughly
among the Catholic ones.
McCarthy show are fighting for covered-except for turtles. I things like that. However, we will
However, that isn't the only important thing about the possession of the cellar stool, with feel that we turtle lovers have be ·faced with the problem of
case. Thirdly, this university is the headquarters for the the little wooden Irishman not been slighted. But stand together calling meetings. I feel that all
newly-revived Jesuit College Newspaper Association. As far above them.
we will, and righting this great the announcement thunder has
been stolen by "Don't Watch This
such, it should take the lead in promoting among institutions
wrong will follow.
"$50,000 Reward," and posSpot,"
of the Society of Jesu~ this national meeting of Catholic bas- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - First, we piCk a pond or a large
ketball squads. It just so happens that the host for the touraquarium for the initial meeting ters with yellow st~p signs
nament will be Regis College of Denver, another Jesuit
and hold an election. I propose printed on them.
school with a good team.
giving each man votes in propor- So we'll steal a trick from the
Either 8 or 16 universities will be invited to compete.
tion to the number of turtles he Mermaid Tavern and hang out a
Last year Xavier would have stood a chance for such a meet,
Fi·osh Disagrees
owns. Since I personally possess standard sign which will be easily
but this time the prospects aren't so bright. Nevertheless,
five (although one always hides recognized by the initiated. Simth e sc h oo1 s h ou ld support t h e enc1eavour strongly, i f only for Dca1· Editor:
under a rock and is seldom seen), ply the initials of our club, ROT,
the future opportunity of being one of those chosen.
Last week the News printed I will probably be elected presi- will suffice, and we'll hang them
Fred Newbill's column; perhaps dent.
in a conspicuous spot, say, under
they make an error in printing
the
Dean's announcements on the
My
first
act,
after
sneering
at
• A New Atlie11ae1un
it at all, but that is matter for poll takers, will be to christen our bulletin board, or following Fr.
HE Xavier Athenaeum made its belated appearance this another epistle. , Mr. Newbill, club "The Royal Order of Tur- Steiner's messages in the News.
week, but the edition made up in quality, integrity, art quoting a character of his ac- tles." From there we make rapid Well, that starts the ball rolland make-up what it lacked in punctuality.
quaintance, informs his readers strides-hare and turtle races, ing. Who wants to join?
Truly in the words of its opening editorial the Athen- that the Honors A.B. students are popularizing turtle neck sweaters, Friends of Bob Jasany and Bob
aeum gives students who have something to say in literary "high school 'idds who do not beJanca will be interested to hear
form, and who make a serious effort, a chance to express long in a college classroom." This
that the two visited Cincy over
their convictions.
intimates that the Honors stuthe holidays, and may enroll here
The News feels that there are many students on the cam- dents are too immature in their
next semester ... Tickets for the
pus, so inclined, but who fail to realize that the Athenaeum actions to be in college. ·
Frosh-Soph Hop go on sale just
is for their benefit and therefore do not take advantage of The best way to answer this
before and during exams. In rethe 0 PJ.?Ortu!1~ty presentedt.
opinion is merely to give my own
gards to the date and place (Fri.
This ed1t10n of the A, henauen:i by far super.cedes any of -a flat denial. But what I obThe Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, day, February 18 at Castle Farm),
its recent predecessors. 'Io the editors go our sincerest con- J'ect to · tl la 1 f · · 1 · S.J., chairman of the department Warren Finnegan brings up some
1 t'
d th
'd th
is le ct o prmc1p e m
.
. b
gra t u a 10ns an
ey may pn e emse 1ves ma JO well done. printing this item.
of history, will be the college points. Out of town fellows canIn its previous edition the News professor featured in the second not get their girl friends here
• Muddy Pm·king Lot
objected editorially of Walter broadcast of Wealth of Years, for Friday dances, because if the
HE News would enjoy being around someday when a Winchell's addiction to printing Sunday, Jsn. 16, at 3 p.m. on girls work or go to school, there
radio station WLW.
simply isn't enough time to get
spluttering student explains his absence from school with everything which, in his opinion,
Eminent professors from col- here. Yet dances are invariably
the excuse, '.'I was stuck in the mud and couldn't get out." is true, whether it is fit for pubTh~ ~cene will be even more amusing when some University lication or not. But the very next leges and universities in the mid- held on Fridays, Castle Farm is
official learns that the mud was that soggy, rut-filled week it violates its own principle west a1·e appearing on these pro- pretty inaccesible too. Something
grams to present challenges to there for committeemen to eon·
"gravelled" area at the north end of the campus, questionably with this story.
Taking this opinion and print- thinking.
sider when other dances come up
called the student parking lot.
it
as
if
it
were
an'
inducted
Father
Shiels,
besides
cal"t'ying
.
. . Student Council, which laConsidering the present condition of the lot, only a few
months after it was opened for use, the University should be truth is hardly better than Mr. ing a full teaching schedule, is bors so hard that the members
Winchell wanting lies about the associate editor of two historical feel it necessary to vote themexpected to join student drivers in their exasperation. ObChurch made available to high magazines, Mid-America and
-yiously the gra~~ng and g.ravelling of th~ area was a shoddy school kids. Even if it were true, The Americas. He was· formerly selves free dance tickets, could
endear · themselves to all by ·
Job, whether a penny wise, po~nd foolish" element is prederogatory trash shouldn't associate editor of America the breaking the soft drink monopoly
sent or not. Already a car has slid off the hill at one side be- such
be published.
national Jesuit weekly revi~w.
here, and bringing in some other
cause the few surface pebbles failed to provide traction. Come
Honors
A.B.
Freshman
Xavier's
~resident,
.the
Ve1·y
drink
for the sake of variety.
heavy spring rains and a tractor will be needed to remove
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner SJ Other suggestions: half pints of
mired automobiles from the lot. Unless the condition is imTom Gallagher
served on the Board of seiect~r~ milk in South Hall, hot food
proved soon, the school's parking headaches will be dumped
Ed Note: Says Newbill: "I. for the program which included (perhaps impractical), and getting
right back in its lap because no sane driver would be so only qttoted a guy-but that's seven presidents of colleges and
the windows washed in the
foolish as to scuttle his car·in a sea of mud.
famotts last words, isn't it?"
universities in the mid-west.
_cafeteria.
College News1mper Ass'n.
IH&~=
Associated _Collegiate Press
? _
~ ;-i ~ ,C: The Catholic School Press Ass'1.1.
11
~• t e c ollegc ·p ress
~-=== '
"1Cl)
Intercollegia
$II R pt. 9-.~
Ohio College News1mper Ass'n.
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History Dept. Head
Will Be Featured
On Station WLW
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ForumSpeal{er FIRST DANCE IN NEW ARMORY
Explains Ills , TOPS STUDENT RELIEF. PLANS
Of
Present
Age Cha1rn1an
. - Knipper Ur~es
"Th
. .
f

. t

.

e cr1s1s o soc1e y is not
merely a matter of some problems, however grave, that confront it and demand solution. Society itself is undergoing one of
those great transformations that
change its character and direction," the Rev. John V. Kennedy,
S.J., of West Baden college, said
before the Xavier University
Forum last Sunday.
Speaking at Taft Auditorium,
Fr. Kennedy described the present age as a "death rattle of a
movement that began as far
back as the Renaissance and Reformation." In its underlying religious phase, it was a gradual
witharawal from God, His Church
and His moral law, he said.
"That age has come to an end "
Fr. Kennedy stated, "but the n~
ture of the new society now forming remains in doubt.
"Perhaps we can hope to move
forward towards a society of men
consicous of the unseen world of
spiritual values; firmly linked by
bonds of mutual justice and charity; proud of the dignity that is
attacbed to their common nature
but respecting the right of each
to find distinction and merit
through the flowering of his
proper endowments; not buffeted
by impersonal laws but creating
social and economic institutions
they can understand and control·
neither driven like a herd or led
like a flock but governing themselves with firmness and restraint·
assisted by others but retainin~
that sense of respo~sibility and
providence which springs from
and is a mark of their personality; achieving in and through·
the society of this world some
measure of moral grandeur that
will prepare them to be admit·ted to the eternal society of God
their Creator."

Musketeer Cl1tb
To Dance After
XV-UC Game
1

The Social Committee of the
Musketeer Club said this week
it will sponsor a dance after the
XU-UC basketball game on Saturday, Feb. 5. The dance, to be
held at Castle Farm, will feature
the music of Hal Mcintyre and
his orchestra.
A \section of the Farm is to be
set aside to accommodate Musketeer Club members and their
friends. Students may purchase
tickets at the Athletic Pffice.
The price of admission is $2
per couple. All tickets purchased
in advance will financially benefit the Musketeer Club.

Wl(RC To Feature
College News Show
Dick Henkel, Xavier senior
and editor of the News, will team
with Ruth Hemmert, University
of Cincinnati .junior, to present
a new radio program, "Campus
Round-up," carrying news from
Cincinnati's four college campuses, it was announced this week
by Radio Station WKRC. The
show will be afred for the ffrst
time this Saturday, Jan. 15, at
4: 15 p:m.
Henkel and Miss Hemmert,
who also writes the weekly column "Campustrix" in the Cincinnati Times-Star, will present
·the latest college news, fashions
and personalities from Xavier,
the University of Cincinnati, Our
Lady of Cincinnati and Mt. St.
Joseph on their 15-minute show,
which is expected to run until
the end of the school year.

A" I
IC

In Old Clothes Drive

by Dick Hartigan
Student relief activities will
be given another shot in the
arm with the opening of the
new Armory Feb. 1, according
to Don Knipper, campus chairman, who states that the first
liocial function to be held in
the Armory will be a dance
under the auspices of the NFCCS
Student Relief committee.
The old clothes drive, which is
in ftill swing now, is progressing
satisfactorily, and will continue

LATE BULLETIN
It was reported tentatively

today that the Student Relief
Committee of NFCCS plans a
basketball contest in the XU
Fieldhouse on February 12 between picked teams from OLC
and Mt. St. Joseph Colleges. A
game is also planned between
the XU Freshmen and the Intra-mural all-stars. Plans are
pending dependent upon approval of the Deans of OLC
and Mt. St. Joseph.
until shortly after Easter. The
boxes in South Hall will soon be
replaced with more suitable containers, according to Knipper. He
has asked that every student bear
in mind the persons who are in
need of help, and bring whatever
old clothing he has at home to

Newcomer to the campus scene,
the $200,000 ROTC Armory, will
be ready for occupancy by the
first of next month, it was announced by University officials
this week.
The 22,000 feet of floor space
therein contained will provide
room for the housing of drill hall,
rifle range, classrooms, arsenal,
maintenance, shop, rest rooms and
storage rooms. The Fieldhouse,
because of the addition of these
facilities, will be released from
use by the Military Department
for an expansion of physical
training programs.
With the exception of North
Hall and South Hall th~ Armory
is the first new building to be
added to the campus in 20 years.
Kenneth C. RoY<\11, secretary
of the Army, officiated at the
cornerstone laying ceremony in
June.
Although it has not been expressed in official quarters that
on-campus dances will be held in
the drill hall, it has been accepted generally by the student
body that dances will be moved
to the Armory, thereby keeping
Stuclent Relief Committee members Hartigan and Schlicte gaze the Fieldhouse basketball floor
quizically at "Juniors" rompers, while Schott and KnitJlJCr exhibit in top condition.
ladies wear as clothes d1·ivc continues.
Photo By Keller

South Hall for the collection.
Jim DeFranco and Carol Helmers were appointed to head the
old clothes drive at the last meeting of the committee last Wed-

NFCCS Maps Big Program
Of Events For Comi11g Months
Amid a flury of year end activities the local NFCCS embarked on an ambitious program for next semester that will
include a dance in the new Armory, a carnival,_ stepping up
the relief drive, and planning activities following several
Christmas holiday national meetings of the NFCCS in
Chicago.
The stude.nt relief group here
will hold a dance sometime after
the opening of the new Armory
Feb. 1, giving proceeds to the
national relief drive for European students. An added campaign to raise funds will be the
promotion of a carnival to be
held in late spring.
Jerry Conrey, regional NFCCS
president, after attending a combined meeting of the NFCCS and
Newman Club officers reported
the Philopedian S o c i e t y had
gained national cognizance with
its negative stand on the national
debate topic relating to government financed education.
Highlight of the Chicago meeting was the formation of a board
to study bills before the U. S.
Congress, and to submit reports
of congressional activity to the
National NFCCS executives. The
executives are planning a handbook on the present Democratic
proposal of governmental aid to
education.
Year end activities of the
NFCCS National President
Charles Hogan, XU arts junior,
included attendance of the National Catholic Education AssoCiation meeting in Washington,
D. C., where a committee to study
needs of scholarship requests for
students in American universities
was formed.

Ar1nory Ready
For Opening
111 February

nesday. Other committee heads
were named, and an outline of
plans and chairman will be released with the next edition of
the News.
XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

····---··~~:~;;::-~:~:;:~:·--·1··
Take advantage of
Our money saving offer
$5.00 Food Books for $4.25

. Patsy l(lein's
Restaurant

I

3472 Reading Road
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Tele1Jhone AVon 9474

.,•• ,._..,,. . . .11-11. . . 1•.-.11.-11.-.11.-.11.-11~•:.

Mul-viliill Elected
;1lzunni Prexy
I

Jack S. Mulvihill, '34, was 1
elected president of the Alumni r
Association at the meeting of the I
Board of Governors this week. I
Mulvihill will succeed Edward
P. VonderHaar, '31, presidential
assistant. He will be the 53rd I
president of the organization.
Other officers elected at the
meeting include G. Milton Wurzelbacher, '16, vice president;
Harry H. Rieckelman, '12, treasurer; Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, '28,
historian, and John L. Muething,
'43, financial secretary.

Wives Club Will
Meet Sunday
Members of. the Musketeer
Wives Club will meet this Sunday afternoon at 2: 30 in Albers
Hall Lobby, according to Mrs.
Charles Wanley, president.
.Rev. Paul Sullivan, S.J., professor of English, will be guest
speaker. Several new members
are expected to attend the meeting, Mrs. John Munroe, .publicity
chairman, said. Refreshments will
be served.

Are You Dozing
Through Your Homework?
The trouble could be . . . poor lighting. Shadowit and
darkness are a terrible strain on eyes, and eyestrain causes
mental and physical fatigue.
Often a simple adjustment can correct poor lighting , . ,
a new or larger bulb, another shade, a different placement
of a lamp.

\
THE Cl~CINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

Too Important To Forget MIKE'S
BARBER SHOP

SENIOR FORMS

Cleanay•& Montgomery Rds.

Seniors intending to graduate
on January 28, 1949, must file
formal application with the Registrar. Application blanks may be
secured in Registnar's office.

Haircutting

75c
A few squares east
of the Barracks

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. II. FIELl\IAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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MUSl(ETEERS TO FACE NINE
TOP RANl(ING HOOP SQUADS
WITHIN NEXT MONTH OF PLAr
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY, CINCINNATI,
LOUISVILLE, LONG ISLAND RATED HIGH ,
By Jim Kee/e
From Jan. 15 to Feb. 15, students of Xavier will see more
activity in more fields than any other period in the year.
Semester examinations, the retreat, and second semester registration face the entire student body. And for Coach Lew
Hirt's basketeers, nine of the toughest games on the schedule
are added for spice.
In the NAIB tournament in Kan-

'·

. The Musketeers will meet LouisvHle, Indiana State, Louisville
again, Bowling Green, UC, Long
Island, Toledo, Kentucky, and
Dayton over the 31-day p_eriod
that wm make or break Xavier's
national ranking. An even break
or better against these formidable
foes will zoom the Musketeers
up in the vicinity of the respectable national rating of 31st they
won last year.
Cardinal's First
Louisville will usher in the
make-or-break section of the
schedule when the Cardinals entertain Xavier Saturday in the
Falls City. Last year Louisville
and Xavier met three times_ with
the Hirtmen coming out on the
short end of the score twice. The
Musketeers won the first game,
62-34, only to lose a return tilt,
58-47 during the regular season.

Bill &

Bill Cady, a hometown boy
from Cincinnati St. Xavier, who
won All-State awards in 1946
and '47 as a football end and as a
basketball center, led XU frosh
in the scoring department last
season.
This season, Bill has succeeded
in winning a starting berth, and
has led the scoring in three of
the Musketeers seven games.
Bill is a good ball handler and
a fine defensive man. His torrid
play under the basket and his
ability to rebound consistently,
are his two outstanding points.
Ex-treasurer of the Freshman
class, Cady stands 6'4" tall, and
weighs 195 pounds. A first semester sophomore, he is majoring in Economics.

sas City the Cardinals took the
rubber game, 56-49. Louisville
went on to take the tourney
crown and advance to the Olympie trials in New York before
bowing to the University of Kentucky. The Cardinals won 29 and
lost six in the 1947-48 season.
Highlight of the Louisville season so far this year has been the
holding of the Phillips Oilers,
U. S. Olympic basketball co-entrants, to a four-point victory in
Louisville early this month.
Indiana State Next
Next to face the Musketeers
will be the Indina State quintet,
who drop into the Fieldhouse for
an exam-week game on Jan. 22.
Last year, the Sycamores, who
won 27 and lost seven, appeared
in two basketball tournaments.
Indiana State was champion of
the Midwest Basketball Tournament and runner-up in the same
NAIB tourney that Xavier participated in.
Seven days after the Hoosiers
head for home Xavier will again
play host, entertaining Louisville
in a return game in the Fieldhouse.
On Feb. 1; the ,Blue will travel
upstate to attempt to gain a revenge victory at the expense of
the Falcons of Bowling Green.
Bearcats?
Four days later Queen City
residents will head for their
storm cellars and Fr. Stechschulte's seismograph . machine will
begin working overtime, for Xavier meets the University of Cincinnati for the mythical city
championship. The contest will
again bring into the limelight the
discussion of which offense is
better - Coach John Wiethe's
racehorse, point-mad type, or
Coach Lew Hirt's slow double
pivot style. Last year, the Bearcats settled the argument as far
as many people were concerned
by annexing a 52-45 decision over
the Blue. This year the 'Cats are
even better and will be out to
make it two city hoop crowns in
two years. There is also the little
matter of a 13-7 Bearcat football
loss last fall that UC fans are
still finding hard to· forget.
The Musketeers will play Long
Island university Feb. 8. LIU is
of unknow_n quality, except for

the fact that it won 18 games and
lost four last season and is one
of the perennial hoop powers in
the basketball-wacky New York
City section.
Toledo university will be the
next guest at the Fieldhouse stopping for a game Feb. 11. Toledo
won 21 and lost five last year.

Blue Bounces Bacl{ On Victory .
Trail After Three Blacl{ Marks
Seton Hall, Loyola
And BG Stomp On Blue

By Jude Hila
Breaking their three game
losing streak in great fashion,
Lew Hirt's Musketeers registered a new fieldhouse scoring record for a Xavier squad,

games following on the road, X
played what ordinarily is winning basketball, but against such
unusually accurate shot making
the Musketeers were stumped .
The Bee Gees used a two team
system which combined terrific
speed with backboard control to
show the fastest break seen yet
this season. Weber and Green led
Bowling Green with 29 points between them and the consistent
Bill Cady stood out for X with
15 tallies and good defensive

UK At Lexington
The very next day Coach Hi~t
will take his team down to the
basketball capital of the world
to play the University of Kentucky at Lexington. The Wildcats when they romped over an outare beyond a doubt one of the classed Hanover quintet 84-42,
finest aggregations of cage talent Monday night.
ever assembled on one college
Paced by Malcolm McMullen,
team. Ankle-deep in All Ameri- who tallied 20 points, the Blue
cans-and in All-Conference up pulled some 2200 fans back on
Two More Wins
to his neck-Coach Adolph Rupp their band wagon with a conThe
Musketeer
picture is not
takes his golden boys all over vincing demonstration of shooting
all gloom, however, as they topthe country, playing the finest skill and passing accuracy.
pled Western Ontario and Georgeteams in every section and still
town in two pre-Christmas cage
winning over 90% of them. The
Fast Break Slowed
wandering Wildcats won 36 games
Throttling the Maroon's fast battles. The Canadians fell 72-34
and lost three during the regular break, and mixing one of their at the Fieldhouse and Georgeseason that included the South- own with their usual do1,1ble pivot town went down -68-48 in a chareastern Conference Tournament, style, the Blue boys jumped to ity tilt at Paris, Ky.
the NCAA Tournament and the an early 15 point lead and had a
The Georgetown clash,' Dec. 18,
Olympic Trials Tournament. As halftime margin of 45-19. Second was another romp as 10 Muskeif this gruelling schedule wasn't and third stringers carried on the teers rang the _scoring bell led
enough, Kentucky practiced all point parade in the final 20 min- by McMullen and Cady with 17
spring and summer and then utes. For Hanover, Andy Taff points apiece.
traveled to England as the col- with his brilliant one handed
legiate half of the US olympic bank shots, was the whole show,
Basketball team that took the as he racked up 24 markers.
world's championship with ease.
The M u s k e t e e r s completed
Last season the Wildcats spanked their two-stop swing through the
the Blue soundly on two occa- east, Jan. 5, with a 60-51 loss to
sions,. winning 79-37 and 59-37. Seton Hall. The previous night
Only setback for Kentucky so far "X" lost a 74-72 scoring spree
this year was a 42-40 loss to Jes- to Loyola of Baltimore.
uit St. Louis university in the
In the Seton Hall contest the
Sugar Bowl.
East Orange squad reversed their
Flyers At Dayton
upset -loss here last season. Even
.
. . ·some spirited second half play
. Dayton will cl?se out t?1s tir- by the sophomores which pulled
i~g s~retch when it .entertains Xa- "X" within three points with
vier m the Gem City on Feb. 15. three minutes left was not enough
Although Xavier won easily from to overcome th~ East Orange
Dayton last year by 72-52 and crew who hustled in a few quick
57-32 scores, the Flyers are al- points to ice the contest. Bill
Bobby Alston, baby-faced deways dangerous as any on~ who C a d y continued his very fine
saw the ~ayton footbal~ vic~ory play, taking scoring honors for fensive standout of the basketball
over Xavier last fall will attest. the Blue with 14 points. Tom team, who played for Lew Hirt
Dayton won 12 and lost 14 last Leverte hit 16 points for Seton. at Hamilton Catholic in 1945 and
season.
'46, is something of an iron man.
Foul Shots Win For Loyola
The 20-year-old Alston played 11
The first stop of the brief tour complete games last season.
was at Loyola of Baltimore, and
Though Bob is no "Dead-EyePING-PONG TOURNEY despite their record shattering Dan" when it comes to shooting,
An intramural ping-pong tour- point total for a Xavier team on he makes his share of points, and
nament is being planned by Bill the road, the Musketeers were can usually be depended upon to
Feldhaus, director of physical upset 74-72. Capt. Jim Lacy's come through in. the clinch.
education, who announced that long set shot in the last half minHis real value to the team,
the tournament would begin im- ute gave Baltimore its winning however, lies in his snappy ball
mediately after.-the start of the margin. Loyola, although out- handling, his "go gettem" agnext semester: Students wishing scored from the field 29-24, hit gressiveness, and his excellent
to enter the tourney are to sign 26 of 32 foul shots to remind Xa- defensive work.
the list on the intra-mural bul- vier rooters of the Indiana loss.
Bobby stand 6'2" tall, weighs
On January 1, the Bowling 175 pounds, is a second semester
letin board In the rear of the
fieldhouse, before Jan. 19. The Green Falcons hit an amazing 47 sophomore, and is majoring in
tourney will be conducted on a percent of their shots in the sec- accounting. Last year he was
ond half to rout Xavier-65-53. As selected as a guard on the All
two-loss-and-out basis.
was to be the case in the two Ohio quintet.

Bobby

'.
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Joe Meyer, Jr.'s

THIS 'n' THAT
·~~"""~~~~~~'~'~~

\Ve know of no excuses for the recent Musketeer losing streak,
but we are cognizant of some factors which have contrib~ted to the
losses. First and foremost is the alarming regularity with which the
wearers of the Blue miss the magic hoop that rings up the twopointers. Secondly, and an item that could easily be used to remove
the culpability from our cagers, is the fact that three of the four
loses occurred in arenas that were equipped with glass backboards,
a nemesis of long standing to Xavier players. One loss was suffered
at the hands of Bowling Green, although it was easy to see that the
name of the winning team was Charles Share, 6'11" rebound specialist. Even though Xavier did miss many field goal attempts in that
game, under normal conditions they would have managed to tip at
least a third of their shots into the net.

• * * • •
Statistics, app].ed to sports, especially basketball an,d football
(and presidential elections), are rapidly approaching File 13, which
· also harbors such items as the Gallup Poll, Life and Time predictions
and the papers for the furlough to Australia we never had. Xavier
had a poor field goal average in the BG game, but had it not been
for Mr. Share's nefarious ability the average would have been higher.
The same Mr. Share has a high FG average, but that becomes mcire
astronomical after a game in which his immediate opponent is a
mere six footer (and not a biology child), who can only stand by
and watch Charlie dunk the ball. A guy seven feet tall could have
a ten pe1·cent average and still score. thirty points a game, although
he'd. have to dribble against the backboard to do it.

• • • • •

We hope that Xavier gets a seven foot basketball player soon.
There is no quicker ticket to the National Invitational.

• • • • •

The irreparable leak in the leakable fieldhouse has caused great
furore. Competition runs high among the teacup catchers and the
fingers-in-the-dikers. We bow low though to the true southern gentleman gesture of one John F. Hyle, who has offered to straddle a
girder and cover the errant hole· with an umbrella. Rise up ye· students!-Who will donate a bumbershoot?

• • • • •

Robert Cui.des, who once held this writer's position in conjunction with The Great Man (Dick Henkel), made the eastern excursion
with the basketball team. Mr. Coates reports that an interesting
chain of events occured on the trip that involved a number of
pheasants, Ray Baldwin, Kenny Raffensberger and Jim MeGurk. It
seems that Kenny, a good friend of Baldy, met him in Baltimore
and presented him with the birds. Baldy, after several attempts to
roast them in: a) the hotel room, b) a pub and c) the Seton Hall
locker room, presented them to McGurk, who is now coaching Mont
Claire Catholic High in New Jersey, Mr. Coates, who has gone on
to greater things and is now Xavier's athletic publicity. director,
failed to report what McGurk, former Musketeer backfield coach,
did with the birds, although it has been reported that the Blue basketeers received a different kind of bird for their efforts of the
evening.

• • • • •

Due to a setback in the inaugural date of the Cincinnati Gardens
the UC and Long Island games will be played . at the Xavier fieldhoi.{se. This is good news to the students who do not have any desire to pay an extra mill on their pass books, but the cause of some
regret for the athletic director, who saw a few much-needed shekels
involved.

• • • • •

This brings us to the portal of our next tirade. Outside promotion of collegiate athletics. This, to our mind, is too close to
being a racket-and one only slightly higher than dope running
and numbers, if there are degrees of rightness in rackets. With outside promotion usually comes the gamblers, cheats, loafers, all eager
to "get on the gravy train". NeXt to ringing a bell in a hothouse
every time the lone century plant blooms nothing could offer easier
work than arranging for a bunch of kids, who receive nothing for
their work, to play basketball against another bunch of kids, who
receive nothing for their work. Quite frankly, we feel that a thinking athlete would revolt at this type proposition and refuse to play.
When a college makes money from its athletics that money is used
for the college and its students, who in reality are the college. But
when some character who has no official connection, rio honest connection, with the college, makes money from the activities of that
college it is time to re-valuate all collegiate athletics.

• • • • •

We are glad that Al Stephan, our athletic director, doesn't fall
easily for this sucker scheme. If playing "big time" teams entails
outside promotion, which it doesn't, Xavier is strictly a "small time"
university, which it isn't.

• • • • •

The reason a number of schools fall for this aforementioned
racket is not hard to discover. Lazy, unintelligent people are often
given fairly important jobs, even in athletics. It is easier to schedule
games when you don't have to do it yourself, so some unthinking
characters tell.some "promoters" to get them a few games and they,
,,... the "promoters", eagerly set about the task because it's easy money
for them.

• • • • •

When the Musketeers wade
into their tough nine game vacation stretch, they will find
themselves facing a number of
All American basketball players.
Kentucky has the greatest monopoly, being able to throw two
first string honor men, one third
team placer, and one honorable
mention against their foes. Ralph
Beard and Al Groza are the No. 1
men, each being selected for their
second straight year. Beard, in
addition, was chosen the outstanding player in the country
for the second straight time. Wah
Wah Jones is the other Wildcat
regular crashing the dream teams,
making third unit. Cliff Barker
received honorable mention.
Duane Klueh of Indiana State
-Photo
By
Ryan
was
picked to the Helmes FounTom Ballaban officiates the IM opener.
dation's first team last year as a ·
By Ray Sulli.,an
sophomore. Jack Coleman of
Bill Feldhaus, director of physical education, raised the Louisville made the NAIB first
curtain on Xavier's intramural basketball program .last
team. Ralph Richter of CincinThursday night in the fieldhouse.
nati
received honorable mention
All games will be played during the week nights with
from
Converse's 1948 selectors.
four games scheduled on each. A bulletin board has been
placed in the lobby in the rear - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the fieldhouse, upon which
the schedule and all additional
information will be posted.
There are three leagues comi
posed of both dorm and local
students. At the conclusion of
the basketball season the champ!
ionship game will be played as a
Shop from I 0 O'Clock to 9:30 P.M.
preliminary to the Dayton-XU
Every Day of the Week
varsity game.
All officials are attired in the
regular officials unifomi and a
set of jerseys have been ordered
for each team. The officials are
Soft and
Tom Ballaban, John Picciano, and
Sanitary
Murry Brown.
In the first intra-mural games
of the year Barracks 12, edged out
the Northern Kentucky Rebels,
21-14. C. Cain paced the victors
with 8 points while Shields led
the losers with seven points;
Barracks 15 nosed out Elet Hall
I, 20-18. Sullivan and Ching accounted for 18 of the twenty
points. Barracks 14 ran over
Hutchins Hoopers, 33-19. Seiler
led the winners with 11 points,
and Mitchell made 8 points for
the losers .. The Moslems trounced
the Chicago Club, 46-26. Milostan
paced the Moslems with 13 points,
while Danehy made 12 for the
Chicago team.
Friday night four more games
were played. The Twinkle Toes
edged the West Virginia Club
24-18. Brinkman and Mersman
gathered seven points each for
the winners, while Garten was
high scorer for the game with 11
points. Barracks 15 trounced the
Dynamic Demons 55-33. DroppleSPECIAL PlJBCHASEI
man and Kop hit the net for 13
points for the winners, while
Solt Faeial Quality
Roeckers paced the losers with 19
points. Barracks 7 won over the
Louisville Turtles . 35-25. ·Hipp
made 14 points for the victors,
while Phillips· hit.....-10 for the
losers. The Marion Hall team
trounced Barr a ck s 8, 31-14,
Nangle pacing the winners with
12 points.
12 rolls

Outside promotion can only be right w13en charity is involved, •
or for the settling of claims to a "national" title. ~ut we should add
'that there are too many "national" titles at stake in collegiate bas- •
ketball.

• • • • •

ALL "4MERICANS
FACE 'X' IN NEXT
NINE CONTESTS

lntramurals • • •

r-·--

I Mahley & Carew

Toilet Tissue-

RECORDS
SHE.ET MUSIC
GREETING CARDS

• •
SONG SHOP

Now that the basketball season is in full swing we think that •
it is past time for the awarding of monograms to the baseball team. •
34-36 E. Fifth St.
· Perhaps the athletic director is waiting for the baseballers to attain
Oa Peutala ......
the age and venerability of Corneilius McGillicudy before presenting
their letters. Perhaps then they will fully appreciate the honor.
~~~~~N-M<NM"+I~~

_

• •20_

I000 sin9le sheets to a roll
It's fine, soft tissue, each roll carefully wrapped
to keep it clean and sanitary. Buy at this special purchase price and save ••• it's facial
quality tissue we're sure you'll like.
Mallley'• Tolletrlem

1

Street Floor

";",-;.·ri
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'Oklalaoma' Great, Hamlet Successful • ••

DOWN FRONT
By ..4.l Moser

--·

Change Blocked
By Com1cil Vote

(Continued from Page ·1)
could destroy almost all the powAnother feather has been adder and prestige that we of Student Council have tried to ac- ed to the academic cap of Proquire in the past few years. Large fessor Joseph Link, Jr., chairaffairs that would be closed- man of the department of ecomay be in name only-might get nomics, . with the completion of
completely out of hand and go a 3000-word Dictionary of Busidisgracefully in the red. But the ness, Economic and Legal Terms,
present Constitution is just as ex- which is now being publishea
treme in the opposite direction. and will go on sale at the book·
Every tiny meeting arld party store Jan. 30.
The Dictionary which. Prof,
must be checked by the Social
Committee. Clearly the thing we Link has compiled is a terminhave to do is set up a compro- ology representing several years
mise amendment. I think that a of research in the field of ecoclosed party whose budget won't nomics. The book will be helpful
run over $2 a man shouldn't have for students studying labor probto be checked by the Social Com- lems, principles of economics admittee. The dates, though, should vertising, salesmanship, statlstic.s
have to be cleared at least a and related subjects. It is to be
week ahead of time. This way used in all basic economics classes
we help the purpose of both sides at both the day and evening col·
on this amendment question and leges.
avoid extremes."
A{ter debating and finally vot- Deans Attend Meeting
ing down both amendments,
Council sent the problem back to In· New York Jan. 10-13
the Judicial. Board for reconsidRe. Paul O'Connor, S.J., dean
eration, and asked that Father and Dr. Raymond McCoy, left this
Dietz, their faculty adviser, be week to attend several meetings
present at the board meeting.
on educational problems. These
The entire session was taken meetings, being held in the Hotel
up -with the debate and vote on C~mmodore in New York City,
the amendments; the councilmen will extend from Jan. 10 through
accomplished nothing on the· Jan. 13.
positive side of the ledger.

"Oklahoma" is probably the greatest musical show of all time
for a. good many reasons. One of the _lflOSt significant of these q!asons is the fact that it introduced, for the first time to many Americans, one of the most beautiful and most entertaining of all the
arts-the Art of the Dance, or Ballet. Mr. and Mrs. Average American had been missing out for a long time on thel.r share of this
type of entertainment. "Oklahoma" (or I should say, Agnes DeMille)
not only gave them their first taste of ballet-in large doses-but
made them like it and call for more. Every major musical since
"Oklahoma" has had at least one large ballet sequence.
It might be interesting to rummage around in our minds and
try to find out just why we have let ballet go so long unappreciated.
it's certainly been around for a long time, and the finest ballet
troupes. <!nd dancers a'-'e right here in the United States. Why theri
did so many of us laugh uproariously at even the thought or suggestion of attending a ballet?
Maybe this is a reason. Maybe else we don't like about it. Well,
most of us (the men at least) that bubble has been burst, too.
thought of ballet as something We've seen in "Oklahoma," "Carstrictly feminine. We thought of ousel," "Song of Norway," and
male dancers as terribly effemin- even in the movies, that ballets,
ate creatures, leaping and float- no matter what their names are,
ing about the stage, and assuming are just dances. There are two
awkward, unmasculine poses. We kinds of ballets-ballets that tell
realize now how absurd that pie- a story, and those that just porture was. Ballet dancers, for the tray the feeling or the mood of
most part, are thoroughly virile the music to which they are
men. Most of them have been ath- danced. These latter "mood" danletes of exceptional ability. They ces at first thought may seem
are, and must remain, in top rather deep and unintelligible,
physical condition. The revolution but when we realize that most of
has also touched the ballerinas. our dances, including the SpanIt seemed to have been a tradi- ish dances, Indian dances, and
tion that ballerinas, to be good, even thfi! jitterbug, belong to this
had to be homely. The best dan- group, our misgivings are no News' Presidential Poll.
cers were the ugliest. And the longer with us.
Receives Dewey Note
names they had!· But that's all
Well now what do we have
The recent poll taken among
chaRged.
left to object to? About the only Xavier students by the News to
But what about the ballets thing I can think of is the price ferret out their choice for the
themselves. Some of them do of admission. And nowadays bal- President of the United States
have rather imposing, forbodding lets are cheaper than some of our was brought to the attention of
names. Maybe that's something. movies (see below).
Thomas E. Dewey, Governor of
• •
•
New York and defeated candiA movie version of "Hamlet" is currently enjoying a very sue- date for the'Presidency last Nocess!ul-- run at the Guild Art Theatre near Peebles Corner. Many vember. In a personally signed
people, ordinarily intolerant of Shakespeare, are going to see this letter Governor Dewey thanked
movie, liking it, and telling their friends to go. And that's exactly staff members, the students, and
what should happen, becaus·e 'Hamlet" is a good-'-possibly a great all concerned in their interest
picture. But what shouldn't happen is the price these people have and tabulation of the poll.
to pay to see th is movie.
1 ~:::::::::::::::::::::;;:::::::;;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::::~:::::::::=Somewhere in the dim past, I · had the idea, and a great many
other people did too, that movies
are supposed to be good. We were
led to that opinion by the people
who make the movies. But now
they blithely advertise their insincerity by taking a picture and
saying: "This one is good, so
we're going to raise the price of
admission." Well, Mr. Producer,
if all of your pictures are supposed to be good, why don't you·
lower the prices on the bad ones?
There are quite a few bad ones,
you know!

•

•

Feel ShQpworn?
Shop Refreshed

/

Math-Pliysics Club
Hear Discussions
By Oivn Members

Registration Set;
Courses Listed
(Continued from Page 1)
course. Another new course in
the physics department will be
Physical Optics, Ph 142, with Mr.
Marcaccio on the professor's platform.
The growing Political Science
department will give Public Administration, Po 102 (Mr. Peters)
for the first time.
Still another course, Lysias,
GK 17, under Fr. Hetherington,
will be offered to Honors A.B.
students.
Of course, most of the old
courses offered in past post-war
semesters will be placed on the
curriculi.im. A complete list of all
courses available in the coming
term will sQpn be posted on the
main bulletin board in Science
Hall.
, Nearly 100 seniors will gradua!e by February, according to
Ray Fellinger, registrar. This is
not only the largest February
group but is also a greater number of grads than Xavier has had
at many of its June graduations
in the past.
These graduates will combine
with those completing undergraduate studies last August and
in June for commencement ex1
ercises at the end of next semester.

::::=====-----------=.____________

·"

MEN'S SUITS REDUCED
, All wool worsted
orig. prieed at
40.00 and 44.50
50.00 and 55.00

'31

Just 34 suits
'left that were
originally 50.00
m11l tailored by
our Better Maker

'21

EXCLUSIVE-BRAND OVERCOATS
Made to sell for 40.00, 42.50
and 45.00. Now redueed to

Gene Cordier gave an informative discussion before the MathPhysics Club last week on the
heating effects of high-frequency
/
radio waves.
Ray Schmidt, club member,
described some of the phenomena which led Einstein to develop
his famous theories on relativity.
Schmidt also explained the principles underlying the general and
special theories of relativity.
The Rev. V. C. Stechschulte,
S. J., club moderator, announced
this week that a representative
from the Kelley-Koett X-ray
Mfg. Co. will demonstrate the
Geiger counter used in the detection of radio-active radiation
at the club's February meeting.

-'34'

EXCLUSIVE-BRAND TOPCOATS
lt~ade to sell for 43.00 ••••• no\v

21.00

GABARD.IN E TOPCOATS
40o/o wool, 80% rayon • •

. . . . . 21.00

SALE! ALL-WOOL SLACKS . .,
Made to sell for
· 10.95, 12.95, 14.95 • • • • • • • nttw

7.90--

ALL-WOOL SPORT COATS

Collect Tax Stamps
All students are ·ur1ed to col·
lect sales tax stamps and leave
them at the switchboard ID
Hinkle Ball for the benefit of
the 11nlvenlty.

Economics Prof.
Publishing Book
For Student Use

.Ask for ii either way ••• oolh
trade-marks mean /lie same thing.
aonLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY ~y

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
C

1949, Th• Coca.Cola Company

9.00

12.00

18.00

Orig. 19.50

Orig. 25.00

Orig. 35.00

MEN'S WORLD, VINE-OPERA PLACE
. '\.,

\
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Noting Tlie Nite-Side Wliile • • •

Gallivantin' With ·Geeks
By J11lie Geeks

' ••• And Tlie
Presses Roared ••.'

·By Mary Bessenbach
Members of the Journalism
class are still discussing their recent tour of the Enquirer, arranged by Prof. E. Leo Koester.
They remember most of allTheir first glimpse of the Editorial Department . . . The intricacies of the linotype machines . . .
All the brisk, busy sounds in the
composing room . . . The kindness of Terb Heise in taking time
to demonstrate the details of
newspaper photograhy.
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Ne,v Membe1·s
SOllgh l BY EC

organ1za
• 110118
•

Seniors and Freshmen
Must Have X-Rays Taken
Members of the senior and
freshman clas~s are obligated to
have an X-ray taken by the Cincinnati Anti-tuberculosis League
Feb. 14 or 15, University officials
said this week.
The X-rays to be conducted in
the Fieldhouse medical dispensary are given yearly by the
league in an effort to help curb
tuberculosis. Members of the faculty have also been asked to have
X-rays taken.

Back to classes again-but most of the conversation I've heard
Members of the Evening Colhas nothing to do with school work.· It seems like most of the stulege bowling, swimming, and
dents really took advantage of the holidays and celebrated.
horseback riding clubs made earnAt Seton's Alumnae Formal were Del Cappel and Lou Grome,
est pleas this wee.k for more stuGerry Meyer, and Larry Barker ... At the Newman Club's Formal,
dents to seek membership in
Ruth Schiele ... At Kentucky Tavern, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Keubling,
their clubs.
Detta Elbie and friend.
Some of the gang got together at Walt Behler's house and celeLou Grome, Pat Fisher and Bob
brated New Year's early. Among them were Esther Spaeth, Ginny
Landers, organizers of the reand Bob Duffy, Jack Morris, Kate Luskey, Bob Loftus and all the
spective clubs, declared they are
Boostei: Officers.
h
.
.
Th ere were ot •t.er impressions, making a serious effort to get •~-~T!!!h!!!e~D!!!r!!!u!!!g!!!S!!!t!!!o!!!r!!!e!!!c!!!lo!!!s!!!es!!!t!!!!!!to!!!!!!!!'!'ll
- New Year's Day found Zetta Gausling and Donald Esper, Jim t
th
h Id d Evening students interested in
Xavier UnivenltJ
.
L 00 k mg
roug 0
e - one or more of the events.
Mary Helen Galvin and Rosemary Dooley at Jean Appiarius' party. oo · · ·
itions of the Enquirer and finding ·Prospective bowlers sh o u Id
The Abe Baumrina
Third Finger, Left Hand: Thelma Keller and Bob Seitz; Jean men's
suits advertised to sell for
e
Halloran and Dick Toren; Alice Mary Rolfes and Mike Murphy; Kay
f telephone Grome at HE 3546,
Pharmacy
$12. . . The watchful attention o Miss Fisher at ME 9053, or LandEVANSTON
Mossman and Carl Grome; Ruth Haas and Stewart Taggert.
the class as the latest racing in- ers at CO 1738 .
Around Town: Gene M i d d l e · - - - - - - - - - - - - formation came over the tele- ~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
kamp at x. U.'s baske~ba~l games
type.
. . . Helen LeSaint drmkmg egg•
The pride in his work taken by
nog . . . John Knochelmann ice
the head of the engraving deskating but never getting his
partment, shown in the careful
name in the paper . . . Laverne
way he explained every detail of
Klug sporting a new Kaiser conhis job, anxious that it be corDr. Earle E. Emme, associate
vertible.
professor of psychology at Bowl- rectly understood . . . The kind
NO BAND TOO BIG - NO BAND TOO 'SMALL
Three cheers for all the brave
cooperation of t h e Enquirer
ing Green State university, has
souls who venture out every Sun- revealed some facts about college people who went out of their way
day morning for a ride at Rolling superstitions which Xavier stu- to be helpful and informative ...
Hills. We're speaking of the dents should find interesting.
The disappearing act of the male
Mounted Musketeers-or B o b
In his seven years of research, members of the class put on when
Landers, Betty Bunker, Marcie Dr. Emme has found that college they passed a local tavern on the
CALL RUTH RILEY
MA 0003-MA 0004
Hepp, Larry Kreimer, Norma
women are more supersti tiousw
"'~a~y~b~ac~k~.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Wessendorf, Jim Dugan, and Ann than
men, persons become less ;
Sailor. A sight to behold: Harold superstitious as they grow older
Grome playing leapfrog with his and advance in educational athorse.
tainment, and athletes and actors
Michigan's Jack and Jill Ranch are the most superstitious people
has a few members from XUEC on earth.
SaysCUGAT:
who have started a Cincinnati
In a recent interview, he also
branch. Among the members are said, "Most c o 11 e g e students
''Men's clothing has never
Patt Voet (secretary) Eileen How- change their minds about most
,'
, ell, Rosemary Reiger, Ruth Vog· superstitions once they try them
been so well-styled,
· ele, and Detta Eible.
and no bad luck results. Furthermore, I have discovered no evi- so comfortable,
dence to uphold fortune telling,
astrology, or any of the other
EC STUDENTS
so carefree. The
four forms of quackery."

BG Prof Reveals
Interesting Facts
On Superstitions

ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET

The Barney Rapp Agency

~'!:.4-~

TOUR ENQUIRER

Chi-Wa-Wa Shirtjacket

Evening College students in - - - - - - - - - - - - the public relations course, under
Students are asked to stay
William A. A. Castellini, toured out of Hinkle Ball unless they
the C i n c i n n a t i Enquire1· last
have business therein.
week.

proves itl'

It's A Corduroy 'Riot' At Max's! ! !

Corduroys, Corduroys, more Corduroys
Sport Coats
Rugged Corduroy·
s t y I e d for Max's.
Smart styled details
include full·- linings,
vent b a c k, leather
buttons, ..flap pockets
and change pocket.
In all popular shades.
Sizes 36 to 44, Regs. ·
and longs.

Shirtjacket

'.vSe.rn1qn

$1095

Reg. $16.95

$9.75
PantsCalifornia styled in the
newest bright colors, sizes
28 to 36. Open welt seams.
Pegged at no extra charge.
Reg. $8.95

$5.95

MAX'S CLOTHES, Inc.
"WHERE STYLES BEGIN"

N. E. Corner 7th

f3 Central

As spirited in style as the Rhumba
King's music-that's the Chi-Wa-Wa,
newest, brightest fun-time idea
by Sherman. Wear it outside as a
jacket, inside_as a shirt. Either way
its sparkling styling attracts compliments. Pleated sleeves, buttoned
side vents, a collar you can wear
open or close~!, with or without a tie,
and adjust to fit snugly or loosely.
Adjustable cuffs, removable
shoulder padding. Rich-looking
In dark or pastel colors.
And' a mighty comfortable price!

Men's Wear -

CUp this ~d-lt's worth $1.00 on any one purchase of $5.00 or mor~.

'

First Floor
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Pershing Rifles Elect Officers; Advance
Course Cadets Get $27 Pay Increase ·

Writer Lauds
Athenaeum's
First Issue

At a meeting of the Pershing
_ Rifles this week John Berger,
Business Adm. junior, was eleeted
captain. The group also elected
The much-delayed first edition Lee Hornback, executive officer,
of this year's Athenaeum, Xa- and Don Esper, platoon leader.
vier's literary magazine, was re• • •
leased Monday afternoon. The
Five members of the advanced
magazine contains 51 pages, has ROTC will receive their commisan attractive and tasteful make- sions in the Officers Reserve
up, and presents some rather in- Corps in February. John Dillon,
teresting creative writing.
Paul Vehr, James McCarthy and
The feature of this issue is the Charles Kottmann will have merlong-awaited "Oratorio" by John ited places in the Field Artillery
Knoepfle, a graduate student in with Charles Tieman's commission applying to the Transportation Corps.

• • •
The Christmas-holidays brought

J. Leibold

a pay increase to the members of
the advanced course. This pay
hike brings to $27 their monthly
income from the government.
Reserve Army officer commissions and extended active duty
tours are available to qualified
college men under three plans
offered by the Department of the
Army, Colonel Sidney F. Dunn
announced this week.
Qualified veterans of any of
the armed forces, between the
ages of 19 and 32, who have compl~ted two years of college, can
apply for immediate commissions
as second lieutenants in the Of-

Bob Dauer

English. The Oratorio, written on
, the theme of the Nativity, is one
of the greatest contributions to
Catholic literature to come out
of Xavier. In it Knoepfle, through
the coming of the God-man, tells
us of the great virtue of hope,
whiCh is our only solution to the
chaotic, psychotic crisis in which
we exist.
The art work, done by the Art
Editor, Walter Vester, is attrac'tive and appropriate. His "Christmas Madonna,'' in the modern idiom, is easily one of the highlights of the book.
There is variety in the magazine. In addition to the items
mentioned above it also presents
short poems by John Knoepfle,
Robert Dauer, Daniel Brown, and
Robert Benkert, the last of which
was probably inadvertently omitted from the table of contents.
There is a short story by the editor, Robert Dauer, and an amusing short essay by Robert Bruggemeyer. There is a review by
Daniel Brown of a psychological
novel, and a one-act play, undoubtedly written with tongue in
cheek by Leo Graham.
Dauer and his associate editors,
Daniel Brown, John Leibold, and
William Splain, have published
a magazine of considerable merit.

ficers' Reserve Corps. Successful
applicants are given a 12-week
training course and a two-year
tour of active duty with the
Army, and the opportunity to
compete for a Regular Army com:
mission.
Men between the ages of 19
and 28 can enlist in the Army for
the purpose of attending Officer
Candidate School. Graduates of
the 24-week course are commissioned second lieutenants in the
Officers' Reserve Corps and begin two years of extended active
duty. Outstanding OCS graduates
are offered commissions in the
regular army. Others may compete for Regular Army commissions while serving on extended
active duty.
Former World War II Army
officers, who do not hold Reserve
commissions, may apply for extended active duty tours provided
they concurrently submit an application for a reserve commission. Applications are considered
from lieutenants and captains
who are under 47 years of age.
Colonel Dunn said that complete information about the commission opportunities may be obtained by consulting him at his
office.
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THE MUSIC BOX
For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and so·
phisticated atmosphere.
Music to .relax you.
Cocktails
that satisfy till 1:00 :A.M.
Saturday, 2:00 A.M.
FO(JN'J'Al~ SQVARE BOl'E£ .
Robert Cordray, Mgr.
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For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

"

~&..

An Independent 81nee lMI

THIS GREAT NEW
MODERN
CIGARETTE
FACTORY
to meet the increasing demand for the Milder cigarette
from smokers· d over- /lrw America

Every 1t1p in lh•
manufadure of

Raincoats

·chesterfields
f:'JJ::.
11 scienllfically
·fJ'tJJ!
laboratory conlrolled ,. · ·

Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.
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